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What kind of “work” will you be doing in 2030? What kind of “worker” will 
you be? Today, we are in the midst of numerous heated debates around 
the future of work. Sensationalist headlines such as “Robots to get hu-
man rights” or “Welcome to the three-day working week” have already 
entered our everyday lives.  
 
This exhibition endeavours to capture a discourse that’s in progress. 
Everyday new articles, research and experiments are coming out that 
push the boundaries of our expectations, hopes and fears around the 
future of work. The heady mixture of anxiety, opportunity and complexity 
that surrounds this subject area makes How will we work? a potent space 
for critical thinking, and investigation. From precarious working condi-
tions, to self-actualisation, alternative economies and Industry 4.0, this 
exhibition aims to lead a discussion on radical changes to the way we 
define and think about the role of work.  
 
Whether its row upon row of robotic arms taking over our workspaces, or 
algorithms performing increasingly complex civic and professional work, 
visions of work in the near future are often presented as troubling and 
dystopian. But, these challenges are never black or white. How will we 
work? invites you to reflect on the many discussions and explorations 
taking place around emerging technologies and work in our societies. The 
show investigates how emerging technology and contemporary market 
forces invisibly drive the important decisions that affect how we will 
work.  
 

We want to show how the creative sector can lead this debate to inspire 
decision makers across the board to renegotiate the way we work, and 
develop more sustainable and equitable futures. The complexity of the 
world around us continues to change our working lives, so we ask: What 
can we do to shape this new frontier, before it shapes us? 
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